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his friends:-—*' Bentham's lot was cast in a generation of
the leanest and barrenest men whom England has as yet
produced, and he wan an old man when a better race
came in with the present century." " He saw in man
little but what the vulgarcst eye can sec ; recognised no
diversities of character but such as he who runs may
read." "No one, probably, who in an instructed age
ever attempted to give a rule to all human conduct, set
out with a more limited conception either of the agencies
by which human conduct /.v, or of those by which it
j/AwS/be, influenced/"* If the merit of Bentham is that
he was the father of innovation, the great subversive and
critical thinker of his age, and the founder of a method
which has many of the best elements of inductive
science, hi» dcfcctn are equally obvious and striking. He
failed principally in that he was unable to derive light
from other minds; and the inability was rendered the
more striking owing to the singular incompleteness of his
own mind. The two defects hang together, for the power
of learning from others in due to an assimilative faculty,
be it sympathy, or imagination) in which Bentham wan
curiously deficient The result in that hm picture of
humanity, like that drawn by an earlier thinker with
whom he has some affinity, Thomas Hobbes, is wanting
in some of the chief elements which are characteristic of
the species. To describe a man as a being moved by self-
love, and susceptible only of the Htings of pain or pleasure,
is to leave out nil the higher motive's, to narrow down
sympathy to its simplest and barest form, and to translate
disinterestedness into the calculating desire for general
happiness. All, therefore, that Bentham1! philosophy
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